PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PORT LAVACA, TEXAS, WILL CONDUCT A SPECIAL MEETING AND A WORKSHOP SESSION ON MONDAY, MARCH 28, 2016. THE SPECIAL MEETING WILL BEGIN AT 5:30 P.M. AND THE WORKSHOP WILL BEGIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE SPECIAL MEETING, IN THE TRAINING ROOM AT NAUTICAL LANDINGS, 106 S. COMMERCE STREET, SUITE 1-B, PORT LAVACA, TEXAS, TO CONDUCT THE FOLLOWING AGENDA:

CALL TO ORDER

- ANNOUNCEMENT BY MAYOR THAT COUNCIL SESSION NOW OPEN

SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA:

1. CONSIDER RESOLUTION NO. R-032816-1 REQUESTING SUBMISSION OF AN APPLICATION FOR REQUESTING FUNDS PERTAINING TO THE HOMELAND SECURITY GRANT PROGRAM (HSGP) GRANT NUMBER 3126101, PORT LAVACA FIRE DEPARTMENT INTEROPERABLE COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT AND TAKE ANY ACTION DEEMED NECESSARY

ADJOURN

- ANNOUNCEMENT BY MAYOR THAT SPECIAL MEETING IS ADJOURNED

WORKSHOP SESSION AGENDA:

1. DISCUSS UPDATE OF THE JUVENILE CURFEW ORDINANCE
2. DISCUSS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT UPDATES
3. DISCUSS INCENTIVE REQUEST BY HAMPTON INN

ADJOURN

- ANNOUNCEMENT BY MAYOR THAT WORKSHOP IS ADJOURNED

JACK WHITLOW, MAYOR
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CERTIFICATION OF POSTING NOTICE

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE AND FOREGOING NOTICE OF A SPECIAL MEETING AND A WORKSHOP SESSION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PORT LAVACA, TEXAS, TO BE HELD ON MONDAY, MARCH 28, 2016 BEGINNING AT 5:30 P.M., WAS POSTED AT CITY HALL, EASILY ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBLIC, AS OF 5:00 P.M., THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 2016.

MANDY GRANT,
CITY SECRETARY

[Signature]